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Inttoducdml
In tbe ltady llllDliW'ize4 here, we tested the hypotheall that the risk of certain CI.D.Cell mf&ht have

been railed by ezposure to airborne radiation from the Three Mile IaJand nuclear power pJant, which had a
widely pubUcized reactor accident early on the morning of March 28, 1979. Monitoring equipment was
JimJtcd but, based on available measurements, dosfm.etry ezpertl atated that the average ezposure to
indiYiduals lMng near Three Mile Island was in the raDF of 0.1 • Q.2S mSv (that ill, 0.01 - O.Q2S rem).
Aa:ording to these estimates, exposure from ac::cident releases was a fractfon of the average ,early e.zposure

from natural background radiation (about 0.8 • 1 mSv, or 0.08 - 0.1 rem). Oflicial reports predicted that
among those within SO miles of the Three Mile Island facility, at most one CI.D.Cer death would ocx:ur as a
reslllt of the accident. Nonetheless, when a survey by area residents found a cluster of cancer deaths, there

was ooncern in the ex>mmunity that aa:ident releases had not been oorrectly estimated.

At the request of the Three Mi1e Island Public Health Fund, we agreed to inwstigate the situation

farther, by spedfically testing whether the geographic patterns of cancer ocx:urrence and airborne radiation
emissions from the plant oould be related. In addition to accident releases, we oonsidered routine
emissions from TMI during normal operations, since the plant operated for some years prklr to the
accident. Outdoor background gamma radiation was oonsidered as wen, using data available from a
national program that monitors background levels around nuclear facilities.
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

We proposed, as a first step, a study based on cancer data in medical reex>rds and death
cert:ifkates. The atudy'a objective would be to detect any geographic patterns suggesting an association
between cancer and radiation exposure. If such an association were indicated, this ex>uld be followed up by
an in-depth study fn'YoMng interview'S with area residents. We focused this first-stage study on two types of
cancer- Jeukcmia (aD ages) and childhood cancers. These cancers are sensitive to Jaw-level radiation and,
u.nJike other types of cancer, they begin to appear in a fairly ahort period of time after exposure oa:u.ra
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(about 2-S years). For tbe lab of c:ompJcteneu, other c:anc:er t;ypea were coaaklered. u wen. However, we
uaum.ed that Jf tJaere were a c:anc:er risk from radiation emillfoDI at Three Mile IaJand, then tbfs ahould be

evident In cbildren In particular, lince cbildren are at Jcut twice u seuaitiwe u adults to radiation-induced
Jeubmiu and other amc:era. Alto, if radloac:tivi1J from the p1ant wu fnaeufng c:anc:er rJat. limiJar

fDcreasel ahould be ~een In relation to background ractiation.

The study methods •re designed to inaease the pouibmty of recognizing small rfsb if they were
present Three features are worth noting. First, canc:er inddenc:e - the frequency of new cases - was
the focus of the study rather than canc:er deaths. Thit la bec:auae changes in canc:er inddenc:e occur earlier
than changes in mortality, and only a ahon time had elapsed ainc:e the reactor aa:ident in 1979. Alto,

canc:er mortality does not nec:essarily reflect canc:er inciclenc:e when survival la reuonab)f good., u it la for
c:bildhoocl Jeukemia. In order to iclentify me4ic:al!y verifiecl incident amc:ers, we reviewe4 the records of 2S

hospitals. Thit included an hospitab located within 30 miJea of TML We eo aearcb.ecl the records of m
regional referral hospitab in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Baltimore bec::auae some cases mfght have been
sent directly to a specia1i?P.d facility, bypassing the 1ocal hospital Thit approach. which in'YolYed review of

many thouaancla of me4ical c:harts, was extremely tedious and tfme-mnsuming but we beBevecl it was
imponant

A second feature of the study was that cancer rates were c::a1culate4 for sman geographic subunits.
Thit la bec:auae analysis of larger areas, like counties or c:ensus traas which have been use4 in some studies,
would tend to dBute any minor elevations in risk c:oufinecl to the portion of the population actually
~

We began with a drde apprmimate)f 10 miles in radius around the Three Mile Is1and plant, with

a population of about 160,(00 [Fig. 1]. We divided the study area into 69 units that were roughly equal in
size, projecting out at angles from the plant [Fig. 2]. These units, c:aDe4 study tracts, were bunt up from

census bkx:b and have an average population size of 2300.
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A thfnlfeature of the atudy was that rather than use distance from the plant to Jndkate radiation
e1p01ure (e.g.. a S-mile radius), we attempted to desaibe the geographic distribution of l'8.dfoactivi1y more
precisely. For accident releases and radioactive emilsions during routine operation of the plant, we used
mathematical modek to predict exposure in each of the 69 amall uai11 within the atudy area, taking account
of factors auch u height of the releases, wind speed and direction, and the modifying effect of terrain. The
models were intended to klentify those portions of the atudy area that actually received exposures to plant
emissions. We were concerned that a conventional approach bued on simple distance zones might define
people u exposed who in fact were not exposed and, u a result, dilute out any association.

There had been uncertainty about the magnitude of accident releases because monitors at the
reactor went off scale and dosimeters outside the plant were believed to be too few to capture an of the
emissions. Therefore, our modek were based on the relative distribution of emissions, not on absolute
values, and our analysis tested whether areas with higher exposures, according to the model, also had

higher cancer rates. Because of this approach, the study's findings did not depend on knowing the true
radiation dose but only on predicting where in the environment it would have concentrated.

Eventuany, it became possible to compare the model's predictions about the pattern of exposure
with the pattern derived from the readings of the radiation monitors in place outside the plant at the time
of the accident. These proved to be in exr.::ellent agreement [see Fig. 3]. This is important because it
indicates that the monitors probably did provide adequate coverage and, therefore, that the offidal
estimates of accident releases were reasonably accurate. However, our results concerning the pattern of
radiation exposure and cancer occurence are based on relative dosimetty, u described above, and do not
depend on the official dosimetty.

Exposure Models

In the analysis of cancer trends by predicted radiation exposure, the 69 geographic sub-units were
considered individually but, to convey the exposure patterns visually, we have grouped the units into four
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lr:vell of apo~me (qll&l'tilel). For each sourc:e of racUatloa, therelbre, the cla.lbr ueu shown ID
sublequent ftprel will indicate higher ezposurea and the Jfghter areas, the lower ezposures. The pattem

projected by the acx:ldent model [Fig. 4] IDd.k:ates that apo~urea were mncentrated ID an area north·
110111rwe1t of the plant For 20 study tracts kxated elsewhere ID the area, aposurea were estimated to be

zero.

To model emissions from routb:le operation of the plant, we assumed a mnstant average release.
ThJs seemed reasonable since ventb:lg of radioactivity foDaws engineering demands rather than a filed
scheduJe and should be random with respect to season and weather. P.l:posurea were estimated relative to

an arbitraly scaling point and their distribution - close to the plant, particularly in the east-west
direction - refleds yearly wind patterns and terrain mntom [see :Fig S].

For natural background radiation. dose rates mme from a 11Jl'vef by the U.S. Energy, Research
and Development Administration and are based on measurements rea>rded by aira'aft fitted with
sdntiiJation detectors. The dose rates given are for outdoor gamma radiation (radon was not directly
assessed) and they range by a factor of about two, with higher aposures to the south and southeast in the

more rural portions of the study area [see Fig. 6]. The dose rates produce annual exposures of O.S to 1
mSv, about average for natural background in the U.S.

Statistical Methods

We examined the relationships between radiation aposure and cancer risk. The efrects of
variation among study tracts in urban/rural status and social dass u wen u age and sa • factors known

to influence cancer risk - were adjusted for statist:k:aDy. .N noted, in the Ught of uncertain aposure
levels, the

sman size of the population aposed, and a short period of follow-up, we focused on childhood

malignancies and on teulrem.ia (all ages) u the cancer t;ypes most likely to show inaeases if any were
present.

s
Tbe renlll are pea iD Tablcl1 an4 2, iD terma ofQddl Ratiol (OR) I.Dd tbefr 955 CoD1kJence

InJenall (0). Tbe oclda ratio fl a measure of the dfleue rflt &mODI thole wllo were ezpo1e4 compared
to the rflt among thole with no (or lower} exposure. When there fl no dift'ereuce iD rflt of d.isease

between thole with a.nd without exposure, the oddl ratio fl 1.00. If the el.pOICd are at iDc:2eued rflt, the
oclda ratio fl greater tlwl1.00. For aample, an oddl ratio • 1.SO would fDdJcate that, on average,

apoaure iaaealel a person's risk of the disease under study by 505. If the el.pOICd are at Jower rflt
compared with the unexposed, the oddl ratio is Jeu than 1.00. '1be 955 c:ouJideace fDterval fl a measure
of how predse the oddl ratio is as an estimate of rist. The 955 con11deace intervalpu the range of
wlues witb.fD which the oddl ratio would fan 95% of the time if one were able to repeat the same study

100 times. If the confidence interval includes 1.00 - the value lDdJcatfng no association between exposure

and disease, known as the •nun vatue• - then the result is said not to be statistk:ally significant; that il, tbe
estimate of the oddl ratio may bave arisen ~y chan.ce,• because of the natural variability iD the occurrence
being measured (in this case, cancer rates). It the coafideace interval does not merlap 1.00, then chan.ce
variation is Jeu likely to erplain the result, and the oddl ratio is said to be -.tatistJcally significant•
RESULTS
The estimates presented in the Tables are for oddl ratios that contrast cancer risk in the highest
quartile of exposure to that in the lowest An oddl ratio of 1.SO would imply that, on average, individuals in

the highest eJ:POSure area bave a SO% higher cancer rate than individuals in the 1awest exposure area.
Table 1 shows the data for cancer in relation to ac::ddent emblsions; Table 2 shows the data for cancer in
relation to routine emissions.
ACCIDENT EMISSIONS (Table 1)
For leukemia in adults, there is a positive geographic trend with exposure to ac::ddent emblsions
after 2 Je&ll (oddl ratio • 1.4); five years after the ac::ddent, the association is close to 1.00, the null value
(oddl ratio • 1.1). For chfldren, there was virtually no tread in cancer as a whole in relation to ac:ddent

emissions; allowing a two year Jag after the ac::ddent, the oddl ratio is 1.1 with 9SCJ6 confidence interval
from 0.4 to 2.8. For childhood leukem.ia spedfically, the oddl ratio was raised (oddl ratio • 2.3) but there
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wae only tbur cuea aDd. the amfldet= interval ia vel)' wide aDd. overlaptl.OO (0.4. 12.8). Even with
IIIJ'I'OWel' cxmMcma!l bouDda, ID odds

ratio based on 10 amaD. a number of c::asea would have to be treated

with caution u ID UD11able result

Tb:us, we oblerYC no definite associations of aa::ident emisaions with the c:a.na:r type~ thought to be
!DOlt I'WICieptlbJe to

radiation carciDogen.esis, md most likely to demonsttate iD.aeues in a abort period of

tbDow-up. In addition, analyses of highly radiosensitive sites with longer latent periods (10..30 ;,ears), such

u breast canc::er and thyroid cancer, indicate either no association or negative ttends with ezpo~ure (data
DOt lhowD in

table).

We did fiDd an association of acddent exposure with nonHodgkiD.'s lymphoma (odds ratio • 2.0;
95% confidence interval1.2, 3.5) but the cumulative evidence on the atomic bomb survivors indicates that

nonHodgkiD.'s lymphoma 11 not a radiogenic cancer, even at vezy high doses. There was also an association
in the poa1aeddent period between lung cancer and predicted ezpo~ure to aa:ident emissions; however, a
similar geographk: gradient in mt: CJ:isted prior to the accident (largely contributed by men aged 75 aDd.
older). After adjusting for th.is preacddent gradient, the odds ratio for lung cancer was reduced from 1.8

(95% confidence interval1.S, 21) to 1.3 (95% confidence interval 0.9, 1.8). The ttend is stronger in males
but also present in females. The adjustment for baseline mt:, prior to the accident, should account to some
cment for such cancer mt: factors as smoking, radon and occupational exposurea, but it cannot do so
entirely.

ROUI'INB EMISSIONS (Table 2)
For ezpo~ure to routine emissions, "We looked for ttends beginning in 1975, a year after the plant
began operations. In adults, the leukemia trend with predicted exposure to routine emissions is in the

negative direction (odds ratio = 0.8). Among cb.ildren, the odds ratios for exposure to routine emissions,
were elevated both for an cancers and for the subgroup of childhood Jeut:emias but, again, the confidence
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mmrvall are 111.rJD aDd tbey iDdude 1.0. For an amccn the odds ratio la t.S with 95% am.fidenc:e mmrval
0.1 to 3.5; tbr Jeubmta the odds ratio la 2.3 with confidence mmrwl from 0.6 to 9.7.

Because of the large variabfiil¥, •c:bance• could aplaiD. the reaultl we observed for cancer m
children m relation to routine emissions. Mo:reoYer, the rata for dlildhood leubmia mthe Three Mile
Island area are low compared with national and regional data, mspite of the tact that we :revievfoed records

at referral cenmn u wen u Jocal hospitals to help iD.su:re that an c::ases would be found. Thus, apart from
c:bance, some problem mcue-finding (ucertatnment) may aplaiD the child.hood leubmia trends. Perhaps

some casea were DOt identified because they moved or were treated very far from the study area. 'I'hB
would change the observed geographic trend only if cues were more likely to be milled from the low
czposu:re or high czposu:re areas. At present, the reason for the low inddence of chDdhood leubmia and

its Implication for the result we found are unknown.

Despim the deficit of leu.kemiu, the incidence of childhood c:ancen u a whole Is limiJa.r to
national and regional figures because the rates of braiD and kidney tnmon among child:ren in the Three
Mile Island area are comparatively high. Ascertainment bias is therefore less of an ilsue for the childhood

c:ancer c:amgory than for the leu.kemia subgroup. But the result Is not statistically significant and one
c:annot rule out chance u a strong competing explanation for the modest association we observed between
chDdhood c:ancen u a whole and routine emissions.

B:a::esa cancer cues have been observed in children near nuclear sites in Britain, most notably
downstream from the Sellafield fuel reprocessing facility. Smaller increases in childhood c:ancer incidence
have been DOted ma:reu surrounding Britain's 14 other nuclear iD.stallatious, but attention hu focused
maiD.Jy on Sellafield and a few other fuel processing and weapons development plants whete emissions and

d.fscharges are higher than at other types of nuclear facilities. The British have made a concerted and

IJI1emat:ic effort to foiJow-up on any apparent risks in such areas. The most recent report - a detailed
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study of cuca &D4 c:ontroll around the Sella&Jd fuel reproccsaiD& fadUty - found that the geographic

em:u of c:bDdbnod Jeubmfa wu best explained by the fathera• apoaure to radiation dllliD& emp1oyment
at the plant before the child was conceiYed and not by direct environmental apoaure of the fetus or child
to radJDactive dilclwgea and emissions. AJ a neu step, this hypotheaia il being examined at other nudear
lites in Britain, and the results of those i:nvestigatlona wm be "YelJ important in interpreting whether cancer

pauerna in chiJdren near nuclear plants are more likely to reflect parental occu.patlonal ezposure than
ezposure to environmental radioactivity, and in guJding future research.

Apart from childhood cancer, nonHodgkin'slymphoma and cancer of the lung showed associations
with estimated exposure from routine emissiona, u in the case of accident emissions. For the period 1975-

1985, the odds ratio for nonHodgkin's lymphoma is 1.8 (95% confidence interval 1.2, 2.8); for lung cancer
the odds ratio is 1.5 (95% confidence interval1.2, 1.9). Because cumulat:i'Ye exposures to study area
residents from background gamma radiation are presumably higher than the 8\'erage exposure from
accident or routine emissions, it was of interest to know whether the two cancer types re1ated to plant
emissiona al!Jo showed re1ationsbips with background gamma radiation. For lung cancer there is a very
sUgbt trend in risk with background gamma radiation (odds ratio = 1.11; 95% confidence interval 0.9, 1.4).
For nonHodgkin's lymphoma no association is seen.

Lung cancer and nonHodgkin's lymphoma were considered in two recent studies of mortality
among residents near an nuclear installations in England and Wales, but neither study found an fnaeased
risk. The fact that we observed raised risb for lung cancer and nonHodgkin'slymphoma with both

accident and routine plant emissions is not easily reconciled with our findings in re1ation to background
radiation, which represents a higher cumulat:i'Ye exposure. Also, the observed period is abort for cancers of
tbil type, wbicb take 10-30 years to develop after an exposure oc:curs. If radiation emitted by the plant

conttibuted to the trends, it would ba"Ye to be acting at a late stage in the disease, and it bu not yet been
established that gamma radiation can act in this way. What geograpbk:al factors other than radiation could
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aplaiD. tbae .-oc:latioDI 11 allo unclear. Smokiq habi11 are the obYioul cwDdfd11e; If 10, IIDOkiq
flequelldl:l mlllt bone been coqraent with the quite dm'erent aeopphlc d.iltributioDI of the three
radiation a:posures. Radon ezposure 11 another aplaDation that should be CDDSktered.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMBNDATIONS
Conclusions drawn from the type of study we mnduaed • caDed an emJogic study or FOJnlphlc
study • are necessarily tentative because the data on ezposure and disease are for areas, not for
ind.Mduall, and because the information needed to bring the eft'eds of other factors that influence disease
risk under atrk:t mntrol is often Jacking. However, such studies are a Jogk:al first step and when designed

so u to be sensitive, u this one was, they should identify any raised risb that might require further
fnvestiption in more focused, detaned studies.

Below we summarize and briefly dmcusl the main findings:

1. Our study found no statistically sigDiftcant associations between ezposure to acddent releasea
or to routine emissions from the Three Mile Isla.Dd pla.Dt and the incidence of Jeutem.ia or childhood
cancer, although these are the cancer twes thought to be most susceptible to low level radiation and most
lftely to show increases within a short time

period.

In the case of routine emissions, there wu a positive trend for both Jeutem.ia and other cancers in
children. The ezposure-response trend wu not statistically significant and, for Jeutem.ia, the number of
c:asea was amaD. (n=8) and the rate wu half the national rate. We did find a statistically sigDffk:ant trend in
the TMI area for childhood cancer In relation to outdoor background pmma radiation from COtUDic and

terrestrial sources (reported fn the September issue of the In1ematlona1 Journal of Epidemiology). In Ught
of these findings and of evolving evidence from Britain, further investigation of cancer in children in the
study area may be warranted. A foJlow-up study muld miJect more atensiYe data about environmental
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radiation aposure, parental occupational exposures to radiation and chemk:a.Js, medical x-ray exposure,
exposure to radon and eJcctromagnetic fields, and other po1entially relevant factors such as age of the
mother.

2. Because no defini1e effects -were found for JeukemJa and childhood cancers, the most sensitive

indicators, and because the interval is short for development of other cancers, it is unlikely that associations
observed with nonHodgkin's lymphoma and lung cancer arc really due to radioactivity from the plant
Other explanations for the trends in lung cancer and non-Hodgtin'slymphoma may need to be considered.
For lung cancer, smoking, radon and occupational exposure arc possibJe explanations.

3. The geographic pattern of exposure predicted by a mathematical model independently
developed for the study compared -well with the pattern projected from monitors in the area at the time of
the accident Thus, if our model is correct, it does not appear that there -were large releases of
radioactivity that were not picked up by off-site monitors. The official dose estimates for the accident,
whk:h predicted an average exposure of about 0.1 - 0.2 mSv (0.01 - 0.02 rem) and a maximum exposure of

1 mSv (0.1 rem), seem to have been in the right range.

Figure 7 presents evidence from other investigations of cancer risk following exposure to low levels

of radiation. The observed risk ratios arc plotted by radiation dose, to help in interpreting the findings
from this study. Although our analysis dfd not depend on knowing the true radiation dose, the comparison
between our modek and the off-site monitors suggests the average exposures sustained in the Three Mile
Island area fall in the lowest dose category, of less than 1 mSv. Based on the latest and most pertinent
evidence, cancer risks do not appear to increase appreciably abave 1.00, even in children, until exposure
reaches 10 mSv (1 rem) or more.
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4.. At present, based on an of the medical evidence available concerning Jaw-level radiation, as

wen as the overall pattem of results in this study, we do not feel that our findings point to airborne
radiation emmsions from the TMI facility as a cause. There is, however, currently great interest in this area
of researc:h, in Eng1and and elsewhere, and the next several years should see a number of new studies
reported that wD1 bear on the results presented here and their interpretation. These results should be
monitored closely. In addition, we are completing anaJyses of radiation emmsions and reproductive

patterns. In the meantime, follow-up of childhood cancer in the Three MDe Island area, and perhaps lung
cancer as wen, could provide more detailed data on possible explanations for the geographic trends.
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TABLEt
Atddent BmiM.imll aD.d Canc:er IDddence: Od.da Rat:lol (OR)• aad 951J(, ConfldeDCe lll1erftll (C)
for lpedftc c:ancer 1JPC& at different dmel before and afler tbe accident at tbe Three MDe l'I1ID4
ll1ldear plallt
c::ucer
Number of
OR (951J(, c.L)
<JiuaplDa
CUel

Qftdl!nnd Cancers
0-14
1975-79
1981-85

1984-85

19
18
6

o.67 (0.18, 2.47)
1.06 (0.40, 2.82)
o.39 (0.01, 12.02)

0-24
1975-79
1981-85
1984-85

34
47
15

o.995 (0.51, 1.7S)

Leutem.ia.
0-14
1975-79
1981-85
1984-85

1
4
1

2.28 (0.40, 12.82)

0-24
1975-79
1981-85
1984-85

1
5
1

2.81 (0.49, 16.19)

25+
1975-79
1981-85
1984-85

28
48
23

O.S9 (0.15, 2.38)
1.43 (0.71, 2.63)
1.12 (0.41, 3.08)

Lmmhoma
Non-Hodgldn's
1975-79
1981-85
1984-85

67
91
34

0.95 (0.53, 1.72)
1.48 (0.99, 2.20)
2.01 (1.15, 3.49)

22
14

1.02 (0.56, 2.78)
0.85 (0.33, 2,14)
1.04 (0.37, 2.92)

1529
2391
986

0.99 (0.88, 1.12)
1.00 (0.91, 1.10)
1.02 (o.89, 1.18)

194
440
188

1.28 (0.96, L72)
1.76 (1.47' 2.08)
1.72 (1.33, 2.22)

Hodgkin's
1975-79
1981-85
1984-85

24

1.21 (0.64, 2.29)
o.82 (0.26, 2.38)

AD Cancer

aD minus lung
1975-79
1981-85
1984-85
lung

1975-79
1981-85
1984-85

• Od.da ratios comparing median ezposure in highest quartile with median ezposure in Jowest quartile,
derived. from Jogfstlc anal)'sis adjusted tor age, sex, density, m.ectJan ina>me and education. The following

perkxll are a>nsiderect: 1975-1979, prior to the acddent; 1981-85, postacx'¥lent a.Dowing a 2 year Ja~
1984-85, postacx'¥lent a.Dowing a 5-year Jag. • E'.lcludea c::luonJc Jymphocyt:fc Jeutem.ia.

time

TABLE2
RoutiDe EmissJou and C:Uc:er Inddenc:e: Odds Radal (OR)• and 95" Confidence Intei'YU (C) 1>r
lpedflc CIUICer 1JpCI at c:WI'erent timea before and after routiDe operadoD. of the 'l'hree MDe 11Jan4 nlldear
plant
CUc:er

Oroaplq

Number
ofCUel

OR (95" Cl.)

Qfldl!nnd Cuc:en
0-14
1975-79
1979-85
1975-85

49

2.04 (0.62, 6. 73)
1.20 (0.37, 3.90)
1.52 (0.66, 3.53)

0-24
1975-79
1979-85
1975-85

34
70
104

2.05 (0.81, 5.23)
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AD cancer

an minus lung

+Odcls ratios ex>mparing median aposure in highest quartile with median aposure in Jaweat quartile
deri'Ye from logistic I.DAlysis adjusted for age, sa; density, median inCX>me and edualtion. The foJlowing
time periods are ex>uidered: 1975-79, prior to the aa::fdent; 197'9-8S, following the aa::fdent (pJant shut
down); 1975-85, the entire 11-year study period. • Eldudea chroDic lymphocytic leutemia.

Figure 1.

Map of Three Mile Island study area, sbowina main towns, the Three Mile
Island plant and the surroundin& 10 mile radius.

Figure 2.

Map of Three Mile Island study area subdivided into 69 study tracts (average
population 2,300) for purposes of analysis.
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Figure 3.

Three-dimensional maps comparing the geographic distribution of exposures
predicted from the accident model and from off-site dosimeters.
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Figure 4.
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Map showing relative distribution of gamma radiation from the March 1979
accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear plant, as predicted by mathematical
dispersion modeling. (Units given are relative to an arbitrary scaling factor;
see text for discussion.)
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FigureS.

'10-500

Map showing relative distribution of emissions related to routine operation
of the Three Mile Island plant, as predicted by mathematical dispersion
modeling. (Units given are relative values, not directly comparable to those
for the accident model.)
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Figure 6.

Map showing distribution of exposure to background gamma radiation in the
Three Mile Island study area as measured in a 1976 aerial survey.
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Figure 7.

Figure showing the risk ratios obsel'\'ed in some studies of cancer following exposure to low
levels of radiation from: residence near (British) nuclear installations; prenatal x-ray; Nevada

Test Site fallout; and fathers' occupational exposure to radiation prior to conception.

